
Aside from offering an easy headline, the newest 8.5m cat on the 

Waitemata is turning heads with her race-winning speed. John Macfarlane 

braved an inner-harbour blast with owners Bob Fisher and Greer Houston.

DONE DIRT CHEAP DONE DIRT CHEAPDONE DIRT CHEAP
Dirty Deeds 

Boat Review: NZMYC Open 8.5 Class
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Wind gusts dance across the water as we 

slice past Auckland’s waterfront apartment 

buildings. The wind pressure is all over 

the place; soft in the lee of the buildings, 

vicious bullets in the gaps. This is not 

relaxing multihull conditions – we’ve 

already had one sharp lesson today on Dirty 

Deeds and no one’s keen for a repeat. 

“Ready to hoist?” calls owner Bob 

Fisher from the mast. I flick the jib sheet 

off the winch, replace it with the gennaker 

sheet and call back, “Ready”. 

The red gennaker races up, thuds open 

and I sheet it in. Another gusts hits and 

Dirty Deeds takes off. Fisher hauls the jib 

down and bounces back across the tramp 

to the winch handle. 

Another gust hits and co-owner Greer 

Houston hauls vigorously at the helm to 

aim us deeper downwind. Fisher grinds 

furiously away and I watch the prod and 

mast flexing in sympathy as we hurtle 

across the harbour. I mutter something 

chef Gordon Ramsay often says; this thing 

is quick. 

Given its speed and the aggressive 

way the co-owners sail, it’s no surprise 

that Dirty Deeds is currently dominating 

the New Zealand Multihull Yacht Club’s 

(NZMYC) 8.5 class winter series. 

However, this is no new partnership. 

Fisher and Houston have been sailing 

together for years. They co-owned the 

6.7m Pied Piper One Extreme before 

gaining further racing miles on 12m and 

15m mono-hulls and various GBEs (Great 

Barrier Express).

Design 
Three years ago Fisher and Houston 

started scheming another partnership 

boat. The NZMYC 8.5 class catamaran 

appealed because of its fantastic dollar-

per-knot ratio. Boatbuilder Fisher took 

responsibility for the design side, with 

electrician Houston learning boatbuilding 

as he went. Impressively Dirty Deeds is 

Fisher’s first design.

The design goals were simple enough 

– to create a fast, stiff and strong 

catamaran – outcomes which have been 

more than achieved. 

The speed was easy; Fisher designed 

the narrowest hulls he felt he could get 

away with, combined with the biggest sail 

area he could fit into the 8.5 class rules. 
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Achieving stiffness was a little more 

complex. Rather than use a central girder 

as at least one other designer in this 

class, Fisher used square box-section 

carbon beams. These are roughly the 

same weight as aluminium beams, but 2.5 

times stronger. Huge attention went into 

bolting the beams accurately to the hulls 

to remove any trace of flexing that might 

cause forestay sag.

The most dominant design feature of 

the boat is the extreme flare in the hulls 

at deck level. As well as adding plenty to 

style, the flare increases space downstairs, 

creates a stiffer deck edge, turns down 

spray under sail, adds width to the crew 

seating and allows a narrow walkway 

either side of the cabins.

Being very conscious of keeping the 

bows up at speed, Fisher increased the 

bow buoyancy over his initial drawings 

and designed a healthy amount of rocker 

to help hold the sterns down. 

The owners wanted Dirty Deeds to 

be strong enough to do the likes of the 

HSBC Coastal Classic, yet be lightweight 

enough for good performance. It all to be 

achieved on a relatively modest budget 

so they opted for foam sandwich GRP 

construction. The basic boat is built in 

double-bias E-Glass and Airex foam, with 

carbon-fibre mast and beams.  

The pair built the boat in a double 

garage using female half-moulds split 

along the centreline. This method means 

only one set of half-moulds is required; 

the moulds are simply reversed on the 

strongback for the second set of hull sides. 

Another advantage of this method is that 

the cabin and foredecks are built as part 

of the hulls, plus the joining process adds 

strength to the keel area.

The main hatches slide into garages 

built into the top of the cabins, which 

have slots either side to drain any water 

back out. The standard of finish below 

is excellent, but its a tight wriggle to get 

below when fully dressed in waterproofs, 

The bunks looked about average for the 

class – snug – however this is a pure 

racing machine. 

The mast is made from three carbon 

tubes glued together; two 4.5m lower 

sections with a tapered top section. The 

mast is spreaderless for less windage, 

being held up with three stays per side, a 
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Available from: 
Kerikeri Marine – Kerikeri
Opua Port Supply – Paihia
Cater Marine – Opua
Boaties Haven – Bay of Islands
All Marine – Whangarei
Stanley Marine – Whangarei
Warkworth Boat & Fishing Center
Lees Boatbuilders – Warkworth
Marine Chandlery – Westpark
Boat Bits – Takapuna
121 Marine – Auckland, North Shore
Panmure Bridge Marine – Pakuranga
Pine Harbour Chandlery – Pine Harbour
Ngatea Hammer Hardware – Ngatea
Read Bros. Hardware – Thames
Steves Marine – Tauranga
Andrew Fink Marine –Hamilton
Telfer Marine – Rotorua
Leisure Marine – Taupo
Harbour View Marine - Gisborne
Barton Marine – Napier
Barton Marine – Wellington
Henderson -  Blenheim
Boat Bits – Nelson
Oddies Marine -  Picton
Boat NZ – Christchurch
Oborn Nautical – Christchurch
Read Marine – Dunedin
Pleasure & Marine – Invercargill

OctOber SpecialS

NEW ZEALAND LTD

30-36 Fanshawe Street
PO Box 1951, Auckland

Ph 09 303 3744 Fax 09 307 7987
www.fostersshipchandlery.co.nz

Over 350 Products

NORFLOAT  
INFLATABLE FENDERS
With reinforced eye at 
either end
12” x 3”  $34
22” x 7”  $53

316 STAINLESS STEEL 
CLAW ANCHOR
7.5 Kg  $180
15 Kg   $300
50 Kg   $889

All prices include GST. While stocks last

Over 350 Products
Marine Hardware
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permanent forestay and a running lower 

inner forestay. 

The sidestays all terminate at a 

common point, roughly one-third back 

along the cockpit seating. This separates 

the headsail trimmer from the mainsheet 

and helm, but this didn’t seem to cause an 

issue when sailing. I found the sidestays 

made more than useful handholds when 

Houston gave us an impromptu stability 

test just off Princess Wharf.

Pitch-poling is one danger with 

catamarans with big sail areas and 

restricted length. The owners have tried 

hard to minimise this threat by removing 

as many of the usual sources of unwanted 

drag as possible. This means if the bows 

get pressured into the water, there’s no 

extra drag adding to the pitch-poling 

pressure. 

For example, the prod is stayed by 

twin stays each side which terminate 

from the bows at deck level instead of the 

more typical position at the waterline. 

Additionally, the front beam has been 

heavily cambered to help keep it out of 

the water. 

Construction wise, Dirty Deeds is a 

real credit to Fisher, Houston and their 

mates. The lines are fair, the paint finish 

superb and the detailing – around the 

likes of the beam mounting’s rudder blade 

housings – is immaculate. According to 

Fisher, to complete Dirty Deeds consumed 

3200 hours of labour and $50,000 worth 

of materials. Apart from the carbon 

spars, Fisher and Houston built virtually 

everything else. 

Sailing
The forecast for the scheduled test day 

promised ideal catamaran conditions – 15 

to 18 knots of breeze and fine weather. 

Instead we got a breeze of 20 knots, 

which built quickly to 30, gusting 35. The 

odd heavy rain shower added to the mix. 

And while the weight of breeze was no 

real issue, the sou’ west bullets coming 

off the city made for some interesting 

moments. Luckily we had the harbour to 

mostly ourselves. 

As mentioned earlier, Fisher went for 

maximum sail area and going upwind in 

these conditions with her big-roached 

mainsail, Dirty Deeds readily flies a hull. 

Fore and aft hull balance seemed spot 

on and the boat sat reasonably level 

longitudinally. The cockpit seating is 

more than comfortable and when hull 

flying upwind it was easy to brace oneself 

against the opposite hull side. Upwind, in 

high mode, Dirty Deeds sat easily on seven 

to eight knots, increasing to 10 to 12 knots 

slightly cracked off. 

The helm was firm but controlled the 

boat well. In another minor break with 8.5 

catamaran tradition, Dirty Deeds’ rudder 

blades are pivoting rather than vertically 

lifting. The blades are held down by 

tightening a pivot bolt, then inserting a 

GRP pin, which is designed to snap and 

release the rudder blades if they’re hit 

sufficiently hard. 
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Gulf Harbour Marina have a solution with
a proposal to build 6 wide marina berths,

suitable for multi-hulls.

Gulf Harbour Marina is seeking expressions of 
interest from boatowners who may be interested in 

purchasing a berth licence should the project gain all 
revelant approvals and proceed as planned.

CALL 0800 BERTHS (0800 237 847)
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The mainsheet (1:1) and traveller (3:1) 

deliberately have the absolute minimum 

purchase ratios. This makes them hard 

work to pull in, but allows super quick 

dumping when required, which on at least 

two occasions during our test it was. Both 

occasions occurred when tight reaching 

close to the city wharves; the tall buildings 

on the waterfront play havoc with wind 

pressure. 

Fyfe Sails were responsible for Dirty 

Deeds’ mainsail, big jib and masthead 

gennaker. The only other sails onboard are 

both secondhand: a cut down Magic 25 

headsail and a fractional gennaker from 

an 18-footer. The owners plan on replacing 

the secondhand sails with new ones, as 

well as adding a reacher as funds permit. 

No question Fisher and Houston sail 

Dirty Deeds hard and with a great deal of 

confidence – despite my raised eyebrows 

there was no question in their minds 

about hoisting the large gennaker. With 

this flying in the now 30-knot breeze, Dirty 

Deeds just rocketed across the harbour, 

with several sustained 20+ knot bursts. 

With everyone’s desire for speed well 

sated, for the trip home we put a tuck 

in the main and swapped to the smaller 

headsail. This nicely tamed Dirty Deeds 

and made for a suitably relaxing trip home. 

Back at Westhaven, the engine 

performance proved more than acceptable, 

especially considering the age of the 

Yamaha eight-horsepower outboard. In the 

interests of economy, Dirty Deeds has no 

remote controls, requiring a crewmember 

to work the engine from the engine pod 

– no hassle with three of us onboard. 

Conclusion 
For a first design Dirty Deeds has hit the 

jackpot and then some; as mentioned 

earlier they are the current leaders of the 

NZMYC winter series.

No way is this design suitable for the 

inexperienced or foolhardy, but for those 

with above-average skills, reactions and 

cojones, a Dirty Deeds sister ship could 

provide thrills aplenty at a relatively 

modest cost. 

Fisher is currently enjoying a well-

earned break overseas, leaving Houston 

to campaign Dirty Deeds in his absence. 

However,  I’ve no doubt we’ll be seeing 

more from Fisher’s design software once 

he’s back. 

Nice job guys – designing, building and 

sailing.                                                           ■

NZMYC Open 8.5 Class
type racing catamaran

loa 8.5m

designer Bob Fisher

lwl 8.3m

boa 5.6m

draft (board up/down) 0.3/1.6m

sailing weight 900kg

sailing displacement 1000kg 

sail area (upwind) 51m2

bruce # 1.86

engine Yamaha

horsepower 8hp

Suppliers:
High Modulus foam, glass, carbon-fi bre and 

vacuum materials; Adhesive Technologies 

resin, fi llers;  Vabs vacuum bagging pump and 

lines; Azko Nobel paint and thinners;  Fosters/

Harken  deck gear; C-tech carbon spars; Fyfe 

Sails sail wardrobe and trampolines; Styrotech 

CAD cut frames and moulds; Waitemata 

Stainless  stainless steel

All enquiries to Garry Elliott. Phone/fax (09) 521 1562 
Mobile (021) 926 501   Email garryelliott@maxnet.co.nz

The Perfect Gulf Cruiser/Racer • N.Z. Designed and Built

Ross 1066
A  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  “ h i g h e r  g r o u n d ”

and from the same mould as “wasted away again”
and “margaritaville”

• Taller, simpler rig
 – More sail area
 – Gennakers
 – No topmast backstay
– No working runners required

 – Blade headsails

• stiffer boat
• lighter construction
• 3 double berths, 6’4” headroom
• more internal room & storage
• Faster racing – better cruising
• Built by Craig partridge Yachts
     to any stage required
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